STYLE 1 - 3D Buttons

94x60 px
• 1 - 2 lines of text
• Icon Button - General Use

Your Text Here
Your Text Here
Your Text Here
Your Text Here

213x34 px
• 1 line of text
• Right Column placement
• Fits inside a box
• Available in six colors indicated left

For Concerned Others
Alcohol Classes
Community Resources
REGISTER FOR A WORKSHOP

213x68 px
• 2 lines of text
• Right Column placement
• Fits inside a box
• Available in six colors indicated left

For Concerned Others
Alcohol Classes
Group Counseling
EMERGING TECHNOLOGY GRANTS
PROPOSE a Sharing Community
STYLE 1A

213x51 px
• 1 line of text
• Right Column placement
• Fits inside a box

STYLE 1B

227x50 px
• 1-2 lines of text
• Fits entire Right Column, does not fit within a box
• Orange or blue only
STYLE 2 - Gradient & Text

- White, centered text
- Gradient
- Orange or blue

213x34px
- Right Column placement
- Fits inside a box

150x22px
- Right Column placement
- Fits inside a box

100x51px
- Various page placement

213x51px
- 2 lines of text
- Fits inside a box
STYLE 3

**100x100px**
- White outlined square
- Semi-transparent graphic
- Various page placement
- Fits 2-up in Right Column
Photo Buttons

- Can be used in conjunction with any style set
- Available in six ribbon colors (as indicated on Style 1)
- Various page placement
- 2-up in main content area of 20-60-20
Photo Buttons
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Photo Buttons

- Can be used in conjunction with any style set
- Available in six ribbon colors (as indicated on Style 1)
- Various page placement
- 2-up in main content area of 20-60-20

• Example of multiple photo button placement in a 20-60-20 content format